It is shown that the nontopological ͑bell-shaped͒ solitary waves in the asymmetric 4 model are unstable and correspond to saddle points of the potential energy of the continuous system. Their lifetime is estimated. In the discrete model, the potential energy landscape becomes rough: bell-shaped configurations may become stable. The potential energy function is analyzed around the bell-shaped configurations. A dynamical scenario for the decay of the metastable state in a discrete system, related to spontaneous energy localization, is shown.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a revival of interests in the properties of molecular chains and of the systems comprising one-dimensional chains as an integral element of their structure. The latter group includes both the systems whose properties have been intensively studied, such as hydrogen bonded chains ͓1,2͔, on one hand and systems whose investigations have been much less extensive, such as polydiacetylenes ͓3,4͔ and DNA ͓5,6͔, on the other hand. Most of the attention is paid to their dynamical properties: from proton transport in hydrogen-bonded chains, via photoinduced structural phase transitions in polydiacetylenes, to the intriguing dynamics of DNA. In the course of careful examination of the dynamical properties of molecular chains an interesting issue has been brought to light: the characteristic feature that is common to all models is their nonlinearity. In hydrogen-bonded solid state systems, the proton is regarded as moving in a local bistable potential; in other systems such a local potential may have a periodic character. Usually, the dynamics of such systems was considered in the continuum limit, which seemed to be a reasonable and treatable approximation ͓7-11͔. It was quite rich, accounting for both linear phonon excitation and nonlinear, localized kink excitations, or solitons. However, the dynamical properties of the real systems turn out to be much richer. Another important feature, apart from nonlinearity, that had to be taken into account is discreteness ͓8,12-16͔. It is the interplay between the discreteness and the nonlinearity that has led to several interesting aspects of the dynamical behavior, localization of energy ͓17͔ being one of the most important.
In this paper, we discuss the dynamical properties of a one-dimensional, one-component system with a bistable, asymmetric potential. Such models have been used as an interpretation of various phenomena related to ferroelectric systems ͓2͔ and molecular chains appearing in living matter ͓18͔. Metastable configurational states of such systems may be important for the conformational dynamics of the DNA macromolecule ͓19,20͔. It has also been suggested ͓4͔ that the structural photoinduced phase transition ͓3͔ could be interpreted in terms of the model with an effective asymmetric double well potential.
In the continuum limit of the model under discussion, the only possible stationary, localized excitations in the absence of damping are nontopological, bell-shaped solitary waves ͓21,22͔; when damping is present, stationary topological ͑kink͒ solutions moving at a constant speed may exist ͓21,23,24͔. It was shown recently that the nontopological localized excitation is unstable ͓25͔. It appears, however, that the discreteness would play a remarkable role here, which seems to be important due to possible experimental observations ͓26͔. The key element of a structural transformation is the interplay between two energy parameters: one related to the local potential and the other one related to the strength of the nearest-neighbor interaction, the degree of discreteness. By removing the translational invariance of the continuous system, the discreteness affects, through the Peierls-Nabarro ͑PN͒ potential, the dynamics of localized-energy excitations. In the case of a symmetric double well potential, it results in a shifting of the frequency of the Goldstone-like excitation, G 2 Ͼ0. Therefore, one might expect that in the case of an asymmetric potential, the discreteness might also shift the frequency of the fluctuations around a localized-energy excitation, which might result in stabilizing the bell shape. This would lead to interesting consequences for photoinduced structural changes and for their possible future applications. These aspects of the discrete systems with a bistable asymmetric potential have been the main motivation for the studies, the results of which are presented below.
In the following section, we study the stability properties of the nontopological excitation in the continuum limit. The dynamics of the collapse of the bell-shaped configuration is discussed. In Sec. III we describe the influence of the discreteness on the possible stable configurations of the system. We also examine in detail the structure of the potential energy around the discrete bell-shape-like configuration. Next, we show that discreteness may lead to a new scenario of metastable state decay. Section IV contains a discussion of the results.
where
When BϭB 0 ϭ3/ͱ2 the potential has two degenerate minima at uϭ0 and uϭ1/(ͱ2). We will focus on the case BϾ3/ͱ2, in which the potential has two nondegenerate minima: a local one for uϭ0 and the absolute one at u ϭu min ϭ(BϩͱB 2 Ϫ4)/2 ͓see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ . The dynamical equation obtained from the Hamiltonian ͑1͒ is
where the dots and primes denote differentiation with respect to t and x, respectively. The only nontrivial stationary ͑''traveling''͒ solution to the Lorentz-invariant equation ͑3͒ is the nontopological, bellshaped solitary wave ͓22͔
. The form of this solution is presented in Fig. 1͑b͒ .
It is clear that the energy of the bell-shape solution is higher than the energy of both the metastable state, uϵ0, and the globally stable state, uϵu min . Since the bell shape is a nontopological solution, it may be continuously deformed to any of these two states. Therefore, it should not be expected to be stable ͓27,28͔. where
The characteristic feature of the spectrum of the operator
corresponding to localized energy excitations in continuous systems is the presence of the zero-frequency mode, ϭ0.
The appearance of such a mode accompanies the broken continuous symmetry-the translational invariance. However, this broken symmetry is not an internal one and instead of a Goldstone, gapless mode, one gets a separated, zerofrequency excitation, hereafter called a pseudo-Goldstone mode. In the system with a symmetric potential, BϭB 0 , the localized energy excitation is the kink ͑or antikink͒ solution,
͑9͒
and V() in Eq. ͑6͒ takes the form of the Pöschl-Teller ͑PT͒ potential ͓7,29͔
The discrete spectrum of this potential consists of the ground level 0 2 ϭ0, whose eigenfunction is the translational symmetry-restoring mode ‫ץ‬ u k,ak , and an excited level 1 2 ϭ3/4 ͓30,31͔.
In the case of an asymmetric potential, V() is defined by Eq. ͑7͒ and the function G ()ϭ‫ץ‬ u b () corresponds to the pseudo-Goldstone excitation but it has one node. Therefore, it is related to the ͑first͒ excited level, 1 2 ϭ0, and there must be a ground state solution of Eq. ͑6͒, a nodeless one, belonging to a lower eigenvalue, 0 2 Ͻ0. Such a solution, having imaginary frequency ͓cf. Eq. ͑5͔͒, explodes exponentially, destroying the original solution. The magnitude ͉ 0 ͉ Ϫ1 may be interpreted as the lifetime of the bell-shaped solitary wave.
In a weakly asymmetric system, B→B 0 , the bell-shaped solution has a wide kink-antikink-like form. by a wide barrier ͑Fig. 2͒. In effect, the two discrete eigenvalues of the potential V K () become split. Due to the translational symmetry of the system, the ground level is split in such a way that the eigenvalue 1 2 ϭ0 is retained, but now related to the excited level. The negative eigenvalue 0 2 may be found in this limit by semiclassical methods. The quantitative calculation ͑see the Appendix͒ leads to the following formula for the bell shape's lifetime:
The other localized state of the Pöschl-Teller potential produces in the same way a pair of positive eigenvalues related to two real-frequency modes around the bell shape. ͑Note the analogy between the above analysis and that of the double-Morse potential treated as two Morse wells separated by a certain, variable distance ͓32͔.͒ In the opposite limit, when B→ϱ, the potential V() has again the Pöschl-Teller form, but with different parameters,
and 0 ϭϪͱ5/2, hence ͉ 0 ͉ Ϫ1 →2/ͱ5 ͓30,31͔. In this limit there is one positive frequency mode, 2 2 ϭ3/4. Figure 3 shows ͉ 0 ͉ Ϫ1 obtained by numerical methods for various values of B. As may be seen, it decays very fast to the asymptotic value of 2/ͱ5. This lifetime should be compared to the characteristic time scales of the system. For instance, the period of phononic oscillations ranges from 2/ͱ5 to 2. Also, the velocities of the nonlinear excitations are lower than 1. Hence, the bell shape can travel during its lifetime only the distance of less then one node. Thus, the lifetime of this nonlinear excitation is very short, except for nearly symmetric potentials, where the bell shape actually consists of a pair of nearly independent kinks fairly distant from each other ͑cf. Fig. 1͒ .
The above results indicate that the resting bell-shaped configuration is a saddle point in the potential energy landscape of the system. The potential energy function around this configuration has negative curvature in exactly one direction ͑corresponding to the negative eigenvalue͒ and zero curvature in another direction, related to the translational mode.
It is obvious that an excitation appearing in a real system is unlikely to be exactly of the form ͑4͒. The unavoidable discrepancy ͑however small it is͒ will lead to the collapse of the configuration. Further system dynamics depends on the direction of the collapse towards the local or global minimum. In the former case the bell shape turns into a localized oscillatory excitation living on the false vacuum state. Such excitations might be absolutely stable only in a discrete system ͓33,34͔. However, even in a continuous one their lifetimes prove to be very long. This fact may be qualitatively understood by noticing that the frequency of oscillations is very low for such large-amplitude motion ͑the dynamics originates at the saddle point and is still close to the separa- FIG. 4 . System dynamics (Bϭ2.2) after collapse of a bell shape to the false vacuum state; ͑a͒ system configuration, ͑b͒ energy density. trix͒. Thus, only the relatively weakly excited second harmonic enters into the phonon spectrum and, moreover, it is located far above its lower edge, i.e., in a region of low density of phonon states. For these reasons, radiation is rather weak and the system remains for a relatively long time in the oscillating state ͑Fig. 4͒. This kind of dynamics is similar to the bubble collapse leading to long-living spherically-symmetric ''oscillon'' states in threedimensional theories ͓35-37͔. A large bubble may easily be excited, either by external interaction or by internal dynamics, and the system may pass through the saddle towards the global minimum ͑see Sec. III C͒.
When the initial system state is a moving bell shape, the bubble resulting from its collapse moves with the same velocity ͑Fig. 5͒ which, in fact, results from the Lorentz invariance of the problem. After the collapse towards the global minimum, the bell-shape state splits into two kinks traveling towards system ends ͑Fig. 6͒ ͓38͔. In the presence of damping, a kink in an asymmetric potential moves with a certain constant speed ͓23͔. Since there is no explicit damping in the system, kinks may be expected to accelerate to the speed of sound (vϭ1). However, some energy loss takes place due to radiation ͑also because of discretization unavoidable in simulation͒, leading to stationary movement with a speed very close to vϭ1. It is interesting to note that both kinks move with the same speed, irrespective of the original bell-shape velocity ͑Fig. 7͒. This does not violate conservation laws, since fast kinks have high energy and even very slight and unnoticeable velocity differences lead to sufficient asymmetry in momentum. Moreover, some momentum may be transferred to radiation.
III. DISCRETENESS EFFECTS
In this section, we will consider the dynamical properties of the discrete version of the system ͑1͒. In this case, the Hamiltonian takes the form
and the equation of motion ͑3͒ is now replaced by the system of equations
Discreteness eliminates the translational invariance of the system, leading to serious modification of both stability conditions and system dynamics. There are three essential effects related to discreteness: ͑i͒ the appearance of local minima of the potential energy corresponding to bell-shapelike states for high enough discreteness; ͑ii͒ the complex structure of saddle points of the potential energy replacing the translationally invariant bell-shape solution; ͑iii͒ modification of the system dynamics due to the existence of discrete breathers ͓34͔ and discreteness effects on the kink dynamics, well known from symmetric systems ͓8͔.
A. Local minima
In the limit of independent oscillators (→0) any configuration with some nodes in the right well and the rest in the left well is stable. In particular, any bell-shape-like con- FIG. 5 . System dynamics (Bϭ2.2) after collapse of a bell shape to the false vacuum state with an initially moving bell shape. ͑a͒ System configuration, ͑b͒ energy density.
FIG. 6. System dynamics (Bϭ2.2) after collapse of a resting bell-shape to the true vacuum state. ͑a͒ System configuration, ͑b͒ energy density.
figuration, i.e., one with a certain number of consecutive nodes placed exactly in the global minimum, is stable. One may expect that for low values of all these configurations survive in a slightly changed form. They will gradually become unstable when the value of is increased. Figure 8 shows one of the stable solutions of Eq. ͑12͒. Note that the central node lies closer to the global minimum than the corresponding part of the continuous system. For each value of B one finds the critical value of below which such a onenode configuration is stable. Continuing this type of procedure, one can identify the area of stability of the two-node configuration, three-node configuration, etc. The final result is presented in Fig. 9 : below the nth consecutive line in the B-frame, the corresponding n-node configuration is stable. Note that for any n there is an area of parameters where only the n-node configuration is stable.
The existence and disappearance of the stable configurations is related to the restructuring of the phonon modes around them. As we have seen, in the continuum limit there is one growing, imaginary-frequency mode, one zerofrequency Goldstone mode, and a certain number of periodic ͑real-frequency͒ localized modes. The behavior of such modes was examined for kinklike equilibria in symmetric potentials where only the Goldstone mode and periodic modes exist. It is known that the former moves up and transforms in a periodic Peierls-Nabarro mode related to oscillations of the pinned kink around its equilibrium position in the PN potential ͓39͔. The higher modes are related to shapechanging oscillation of the kink. Stabilization of a bellshaped excitation in a discrete system means that not only the Goldstone mode has become a nonzero real-frequency mode, but so has the exploding mode. Due to their topology, the former now corresponds to the PN mode ͑oscillation of the bell-shaped excitation as a whole͒ and the latter is a kind of a shape mode. The structure of localized modes as a function of discreteness and asymmetry is shown in the Fig. 10 .
It must be noted that the stability of a discrete bell-shapelike configuration has only local character, i.e., it may be destroyed by large enough perturbations. Moreover, discrete configurations obviously correspond only to resting bellshaped excitations.
B. Saddle points
For many applications it is essential to know the quantitative properties of the potential energy landscape around the saddle point separating the globally stable state from the metastable state. This problem, trivial in the continuum case ͑a continuous family of saddle-point configurations related by translation͒ becomes much more complicated when discreteness is taken into account.
First, one needs a procedure for searching for the saddle points of the potential energy. It is essential to note that we are interested in finding the closest characteristic point (ٌE pot ϭ0) rather than the global minimum ͑which is trivial͒ or maximum ͑which does not exist͒. A suitable method consists in approximating the potential energy function at the starting point by its second order series expansion and going to the saddle point of the obtained function which then becomes the starting point for the next iteration. As a first example, let us take the value of Bϭ2.265, corresponding to the rightmost peak in Fig. 9 . The schematic plot of the potential energy function is shown in Figs. 11͑a͒-11͑c͒. There are no stable bell-shaped configurations for strongly coupled chain, Ͼ0.18 and only saddle configurations are possible. For Ͼ0.603 there is a series of saddle points corresponding to bell-shaped configurations centered on the nodes of the chain. At these saddle points the potential energy function has exactly one negative curvature and they will be referred to as proper saddles. Somewhere between any two adjacent proper saddles there is always a characteristic point with two negative curvatures ͑a double-saddle point͒. It has a higher energy than the proper saddle. One may think of it ͑not strictly͒ as a transition from one proper saddle configuration to the neighboring one ͑which means shifting the bell shape by one node͒ along a ridge; between two saddles there must be a hill. This description obviously refers only to the two selected directions corresponding to the collective coordinates of the system. One of them is the size of the bell shape and is related to the exploding mode and the other one is the position along the system and is related to the formerly translational mode. All the other ''directions'' correspond to positive curvatures.
As decreases, the roles of the proper saddles and ''pseudohills'' ͑double-saddle configurations͒ are interchanged at ϭ0.603 and then again at ϭ0.213-the proper saddles may correspond to configurations centered on or between the nodes. The first two plots in Fig. 11 correspond to these two different situations.
The relative difference between energies of these saddle point configurations, normalized to the lower one, are plotted in the Fig. 12͑a͒ . Note that the energy difference may be considerable compared to the total energy of the saddle-point configuration. For high values of the second lowest curvature gradually diminishes for both types of saddle points and so does the energy difference between them. In this way, the translational symmetry of the continuum limit appears.
Below the value Ϸ0.18 the one-node configuration becomes a local minimum and there is a double-saddle point corresponding to the two-node configuration separating the equivalent minima related by shifting the configuration by one lattice spacing ͓Fig. 11͑c͔͒.
It is evident from Fig. 9 that below Ϸ0.13 many local minima appear; however, all of them are located far from the ''ridge'' and their energies are very low. The potential energy landscape for such a discrete system becomes very complex and cannot be described in terms of the twodimensional space of collective coordinates. Actually, as the discreteness grows, the system undergoes a transition from the collective decay scenario to the individual one.
For a weakly coupled chain a reduced system approximation is useful ͓34,40͔, in which only two nodes are allowed to move, while the others are fixed at the local minimum. The potential energy of such a system for various values of is plotted in the Fig. 13 . The figures show also the lowest en- ergy paths joining the two deepest minima. For uncoupled nodes, ϭ0, ͓Fig. 13͑a͔͒ it is clear that the path corresponds to first shifting one of the particles over the hump and then doing the same with the other one. As the value of increases ͓Figs. 13͑b͒-13͑c͔͒, the nodes move in a more collective way: shifting one node requires some displacement of the other one. Nonetheless, the second node still undergoes only a slight displacement until the first node is placed in the deeper minimum. In the context of the full chain this corresponds to the fact that in a strongly discrete chain the ''cheapest'' way is to move the nodes over the hump one by one.
The second example corresponds to Bϭ2.158. For this value of B various kinds of configurations stabilize almost simultaneously ͑see Fig. 9͒ leading to the appearance of many local minima at Ϸ0.218.
Let us start the discussion close to the continuum limit, as previously. For Ͼ0.56 there is a proper saddle point centered in between the nodes and a double-saddle point centered on a node. The relative difference between the potential energy at these points is very low: e.g., for ϭ0.7 its value is 3.2ϫ10
Ϫ4 of the potential energy barrier height ͓Fig. 14͑a͔͒. The solution is very similar to the continuum one and the number of nodes involved in the configuration grows with .
For 0.32ϽϽ0.56 the roles of the characteristic points switch ͓Fig. 14͑b͔͒. The on-node configuration ͑three nodes͒ now corresponds to the proper saddle. For Ϸ0.322 the proper saddle bifurcates into a double saddle located on a node and a proper saddle separating it from the double saddle located in between the nodes ͓Fig. 14͑c͔͒. The proper saddles are shifted by approximately 1/3 of the lattice spacing from the on-node configuration which means that they correspond to asymmetric configurations. Figure 12͑b͒ compares energies of different saddle points.
The almost simultaneous appearance of many local minima at Ϸ0.218 causes the potential energy to become very flat at many points. Below this critical value there are local minima corresponding to many different kinds of configurations centered both on a node and between nodes ͑out of them, the two-and three-node configurations have the FIG. 12. Comparison of energies of different saddle-point configurations, ͑a͒ Bϭ2.265. The main plot shows the relative energy difference, ⌬Eϭ(E 1/2 ϪE 1 )/min(E 1/2 ,E 1 ), between the saddle point configurations centered on a node and between nodes. The inset shows the same for a wider range of . ͑b͒ Bϭ2.158. Main plot, solid line shows the relative energy difference, ⌬Eϭ(E 1/2 ϪE 1 )/min(E 1/2 ,E 1 ), between the saddle point configurations centered on a node and between nodes. Main plot, dashed line shows the relative energy difference, ⌬Eϭ(E 1 ϪE 1/3 )/E 1/3 , between the saddle point at nϭ1/3 and the on-node saddle-point configuration. Inset shows the total, absolute energy of the saddle ͑with respect to the metastable minimum͒.
FIG. 13. Potential energy of a reduced, two-node system for B ϭ2.265 and ͑a͒ ϭ0, ͑b͒ ϭ0.1, ͑c͒ ϭ0.15. The thick line shows the lowest energy paths joining the two local minima.
highest energies, i.e., are the closest to the barrier͒. It is impossible to present the potential energy of the system in a collective coordinates diagram.
The above examples reveal that the potential structure of a discrete chain in a double-well potential strongly depends on the system parameters. For small discreteness ͑higher values of ) the most important effect is the overall lowering of the saddle compared to the continuum approximation ͓see the inset in Fig. 12͑b͔͒ . But when the nearest-neighbor coupling weakens, the physical properties of the system will be affected by the growing roughness of the potential energy landscape. Below a certain value of there is no point in speaking about bell-shaped ͑collective͒ configurations. Instead, the system should be described in terms of the individual dynamics of the nodes.
C. Dynamical effects characteristic of discrete systems
Discreteness is also important for the system dynamics after the collapse of the bell-shaped configuration. In view of the large lifetimes of oscillatory states, for the collapse towards the local minimum the difference may be seen only on very large time scales and consists in stopping the decay of the bubble at a certain stage and converting it into stable discrete breathers.
On the other hand, when the bell-shaped excitation collapses into an expanding sector ͑bubble͒ of globally stable state, discreteness modifies considerably the kink dynamics. Due to radiation ͓8,39͔, the kink motion is effectively damped and its speed stabilizes at some value vϽͱ. An example is shown in Fig. 15 , where the kinks originating from a collapse of a bell-shaped configuration move with a constant velocity of vϷ0.75ͱ. Hence, the effect of discreteness on bubble expansion is similar to that of thermal noise ͓38͔.
Since the bell-shaped configuration is a saddle point of the potential energy, the decay of the metastable state must be initiated by the formation of a ''bubble'' larger than the bell-shaped configuration. From the usual thermodynamical point of view, this might occur only in the presence of thermal fluctuations. The theory behind such decay is now well understood ͓41-43͔. However, when the mean energy ͑tem-perature͒ is low, a large enough fluctuation is extremely improbable.
In a discrete system, even an isolated one, processes of spontaneous energy localization take place ͓17͔. Such processes lead to formation of discrete breathers that are very long-lived and have relatively large ͑although limited͒ amplitudes and energies. Small ͑''light''͒ breathers may move along the system, while large ͑''heavy''͒ ones can only be resting ͓44͔.
During collisions, larger breathers tend to grow at the expense of smaller ones ͓17͔, until they reach the maximum possible size. This size is determined by the requirement that the second harmonic of the breather frequency lie above the FIG. 14. Schematic plot of the potential energy around the bellshaped configurations in the discrete system for Bϭ2.158. The plots refer to two directions, one related to the exploding mode and the other one related to the formerly translational mode.
FIG. 15. Collapse of the bell-shaped configuration in a discrete
system. Due to radiation effects, the kinks speed is lower than ͱ.
phonon spectrum ͓45,34͔. If there were breathers close to the critical size ͑i.e., such that further increasing the amplitude would overthrow the system towards the global minimum͒, their frequency would be close to 0, contradicting the above requirement. Hence, the largest breather must have lower energy than necessary to pass through the saddle.
However, collisions between breathers may lead to the following scenario: a small moving breather collides with a large ͑resting͒ one; the total energy is large enough and the system crosses the saddle point ͑or, strictly speaking, it crosses the potential energy ridge at a certain point, not necessarily at the saddle͒ and an expanding critical bubble originates. An example of such a dynamical decay process is shown in Fig. 16 .
A criterion for a possibility of a dynamical ͑as opposed to thermodynamical͒ decay scenario is roughly as follows: the total energy of the largest possible resting breather together with the largest possible moving one should exceed the saddle point height ͑over the false vacuum configuration͒ which is equal to the bell-shape energy.
At low temperatures this dynamical process may strongly contribute to the probability of the decay of the metastable state. However, the statistical properties of breather formation seem to be understood insufficiently to allow any quantitative conclusions. It is important to note that we neglect any quantum effects that would lead to a completely different decay mechanism ͑tunneling instead of thermally activated͒ for low temperatures ͓42͔.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the properties of nontopological, bellshaped excitations in both continuum and discrete systems with asymmetric on-site potentials. We have shown that such excitations in the continuum model are unstable. The lifetime of the bell-shaped waves has been estimated in the two limiting cases: strong asymmetry and weak asymmetry. The short lifetime of these excitations prevents them from having any importance for the transport phenomena.
The collapse of a bell-shaped wave may lead either to a slowly vanishing oscillating bubble excitation around the local minimum of the system or to an expanding sector of the system lying in the global minimum. This sector is bounded by two kinks moving ͑in the continuum case͒ with the speed of sound. The analogy with three-dimensional systems discussed elsewhere ͓36-38͔ seems interesting here.
The bell-shaped configuration of the continuous system is a saddle point of the potential energy. Actually, due to the continuous translational symmetry there is a family of equivalent saddle points. Through these saddle points the decay of the metastable state of the system is most likely to happen.
In the discrete system the potential energy around the configurations analogous to the continuum bell shapes becomes rough. For systems close to the continuum limit this roughness consists simply in replacing the original continuum of equivalent saddle points with isolated saddle points separated by ''hills'' ͑saddle points with two negative curvatures͒. This might seem analogous to the PeierlsNabarro potential for kinks but unlike the latter, the potential energy for bell-shaped waves cannot be rigorously defined and has not much importance, since such waves are not stable. For strongly discrete systems, the shape of the potential energy becomes essentially different: many saddle points and local minima may appear. These characteristic points may be numerically searched out and classified but a clear picture may be obtained only for the most discrete systems where the approximation by a reduced system with two degrees of freedom is applicable. One may conclude that with growing discreteness the system undergoes a crossover from the collective decay path ͑metastable state decay is likely to involve the formation of a bell-shaped saddle-point configuration͒ to the single-node path ͑the nodes move to the global minimum one by one͒-domino effect ͓4͔.
Discreteness leads also to new effects during the collapse of a bell-shaped configuration: the decay of the oscillating bubble may be stopped by forming a discrete breather and the kinks bounding the expanding sector move with lower velocity.
An interesting generalization of the results presented in this paper would be to include the two-component systems. It was shown ͓46͔ that in a two-component model, where the system ͑1͒ is coupled in a special way to another, harmonic Klein-Gordon field, the equations of motion may be reduced to a one-component problem and solved ͑see also ͓47͔͒. However, it may be shown ͑see ͓25͔͒ that such an excitation is unstable, at least for low velocities. This property should be contrasted with the stability of excitations ͑kink with accompanying bell shape͒ in symmetric models ͓1͔. Another interesting idea was proposed by Volkov ͓20͔ who constructed a model in which the asymmetric on-site potential is generated dynamically. Such a system supports only moving bell-shaped waves. Their stability cannot be rigorously examined due to the lack of Lorentz invariance ͑cf. ͓25͔͒. They might be expected to be unstable: except for the collapse, similar to that described in this paper, Volkov's solitary wave may be slowed by discreteness, impurities, and interaction with the environment and its speed may soon drop below the minimum value necessary for its existence. However, certain similar two-component excitations discussed in ͓48͔ proved to be stable or at least very long-living. This problem is an interesting subject worthy of further study, both analytical and numerical.
The results presented in this paper will be useful for the correct description of the metastable state decay in a discrete system. The problem is also of interest within the field of solid state physics ͓49͔, where discreteness certainly plays a significant role. 
APPENDIX
Let us reiterate that the analysis of small oscillations around the kink solution in a symmetric potential ͓29͔ leads to the Schrödinger-type equation ͑6͒ with the Pöschl-Teller potential ͑10͒. For an on-site potential close to the symmetric one, i.e., B 2 ϪB 0 2 Ӷ1, the potential V() in Eq. ͑6͒ is close to two separated Pöschl-Teller wells, each of the form ͑10͒, as shown in Fig. 2 . There is a solution to Eq. ͑6͒ with 2 ϭ0 and one solution with a lower eigenvalue that we are going to find. The lowest eigenlevels may be treated as a WenzelKramers-Brillouin ͑WKB͒ pair. Without much inaccuracy one can take the Pöschl-Teller level 2 ϭ0 as the original one, instead of the zero-order WKB ͑Bohr-Sommerfeld͒ result for one well. The formula for the split between the levels then reads
͑limits of integration are shown in Fig. 2͒ . Although the integrals appearing in this formula may be calculated explicitly in terms of elliptic functions, it is much simpler, and accurate enough, to calculate the first integral as in a single PT well. Putting 2 ϭ0, one has
where Ј is a turning point for a symmetric PT potential.
As for the integral in the exponent, note that for a large enough separation of wells, increasing a by ⌬a results in increasing the integral by 2⌬a. Hence,
Here S 0 is a constant and may be found numerically to be S 0 ϭ1.8Ϯ0.1. 
